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The conditions of the current Test-Arenas are changing due to the testing and
details may be different than described on this page. Please follow our Twitter for
the latest updates. Once the testing is done we will update every detail of this
page.
Alchemy Arena is a battle game, where a player competes with sets (HANDs) of his Alchemy
Toys Cards (TOYS) against other players in different Arenas for attractive rewards.
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Affiliate
Outlook
Arenas as farming alternative

Set Up
You will need, at least, the following things to play the game:

1. A Wallet
On mobile, a wallet that supports Binance Smart Chain network with integrated DApp
browser.
On desktop, a browser with Metamask or other Wallet-Plugin that supports Binance Smart
Chain.

2. BNB in your BSC Wallet
BNBs are needed to pay for the gas and to acquire TOYS cards.

3. TOYS Cards
TOYS are used to create HANDs. If you do not have any TOYS, yet, you can easily
get some in the AlchemyToys.com game (read about it here:
https://gat.network/alchemy-toys/).

4. GAT Token
To participate in Arena, you pay an entry fee. This fee is what the other HANDs can
win if your HAND is destroyed. The first Arenas will have a GAT entry fee, so if you
do not have any GAT tokens, yet, you can buy some at any of these locations:
1. MEXC: https://www.mexc.com/exchange/GAT_USDT
2. PancakeSwap:
https://exchange.pancakeswap.finance/#/swap?outputCurrency=0xf315cfc8550f6fca969
d397ca8b807c5033fa122
3. BakerySwap:
https://www.bakeryswap.org/#/swap?outputCurrency=0xf315cfc8550f6fca969d397ca8b8
07c5033fa122
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Game elements
Apart of the GAT token and TOYS NFT cards that you might know from AlchemyToys,
AlchemyArena adds 3 new components into the metaverse:

⚔️ HAND NFT

A HAND is a simple wrapper around 5 TOYS NFTs. When you create a new HAND, 5 of your
TOYS are transferred and locked into the HAND contract. In return you get a HAND NFT.
You can fold a HAND at any time. When you
fold, the TOYS are transferred back to you and
the HAND NFT is burned.
A HAND is freely tradeable on
https://minted.vodka or any other NFT
marketplace, as long as it is not staked in an
Arena.

Base Strength
A HAND has a base strength, which is a sum of base
strengths of all the TOYS included in the HAND. The
base strength of a TOYS card depends on several
factors:
1. Level of the TOYS - the higher the level, the
higher is its raw strength.
2. Serial number of the TOYS - the lower the
number, the stronger the card.

⚔️

The HAND’s base strength is shown with the
double-sword icon ( ) in the game’s UI.
TOYS base strength is shown as a single-sword icon
( ).

🗡

⬆️ XP tokens

XP - or experience - tokens is a fungible coin that gets minted in a
challenge to reward the participating HANDs. It will also be used as a
staking reward in the upcoming Arenas.
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In AlchemyArena the XPs are burned when powering-up your HAND. So it is both - an
inflationary and deflationary token.
Staking in Arenas and participating in the challenges is the main way to get XP tokens. An
initial, sizable pool will be provided to guarantee liquidity and to make P2E more attractive.
Future use-cases for XPs in the upcoming games are also planned.

Value of XP in Alchemy Arena
Value of XP is directly proportional to:
1. GAT price - higher price means higher challenge rewards, which leads to higher XP
value/demand.
2. Arena entry fee - higher fee means bigger loot, which leads to higher XP value/demand.
3. Higher TOYS serial numbers - with each new minted TOYS card, the range of TOYS
serial numbers in the game will grow, making it more appealing for owners of more
recent TOYS to acquire XP and use it to off-set the disadvantage of their weaker
HANDS.

🛡Arenas

An arena is a place where you battle other HANDs and receive rewards. You enter an arena by
staking one of your HANDs.

Entry fee
Staking in an arena costs you an entry fee. Initial Arenas entry fee will be paid in GAT. 95% of
the fee will be used as “loot” - something that another HAND wins if it destroys your HAND.
5% of the fee is burned. Optionally, a small part of it (3%) is paid out to the affiliates.
The entry fee is not redeemable. If you unstake your
HAND, the rest of your fee (loot amount) will be burned.

Stage Strength
When a HAND is staked, it’s stage strength is calculated,
which is a sum of base strength + power-up strength.
You can see the base strength and (optionally) the
power-up displayed in a staged HAND.

⬆️
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Power-Ups
You can power-up a HAND once when you stake it in the Arena by burning XP tokens. 1
power-up costs you 1 XP token.
There is usually a maximum for power-ups, which is a percentage above the average HAND
strength in an arena. Example:
1. The average HAND stage strength in an Arena is 1000.
2. The maximally allowed power-up percentage is 50%
above the average strength.
3. Hence you can power-up up to 1500 strength points.
4. If your HAND’s base strength is 900, you can add at most
1500-900 = 600 power-up strength by burning 300 XPs.
5. If your HAND’s base strength is already above 1200, you
will not be able to add any additional power-up.
It is worth noting that the power-up strength is gradually lost
after each challenge (read more further below).

Active and passive gameplay
Once your HAND is staked in an Arena, it cannot be transferred
or folded. You have the option to simply leave it staked and earn staking rewards or actively
challenge other staked HANDs.
Any staked HAND can be randomly challenged by any other staked HAND. The actively
challenging HAND is called the attacker or contender. The passive hand is called the
defender.

When the attacker starts a challenge with one of his HANDs, a random HAND staked in the
same Arena is selected. The more powerful HAND wins (power = stage strength - any
temporary cool-down). An attacker gets a 10% power bonus. So, an attacking HAND with
power of 1000 will win any defending HAND below 1099 points.
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Challenge gains and losses
The game is balanced in such a way that (excluding power-up costs) any losing HAND,
independently whether it is an attacker or defender, should break-even on average. The
break-even includesArena entry fees, average TOYS value and any gas costs to create TOYS,
HANDS and stake/challenge in an Arena. This is achieved by carefully selecting what a play
gains and/or loses in both roles.

1. XP tokens
Both winner and defender get 1/10th of the adversary's current power in the form of XP
tokens. These XP tokens can be used to power-up the next HAND.

⚔️

⚔️

⚔️

Hence, for a losing HAND it could get very profitable to lose against an overly powerful HAND.
Imagine a
500 HAND challenged by
10000 HAND. The loser would get
10000/10 =
1000 XP tokens.
A new upgrade in the Beta Arena is that the attacker gets double XPs. This change is meant to
promote active gameplay.

2. Loot (currently GAT)
The winner of the challenge get’s the adversary’s loot of 95% of the entry fee.

3. TOYS Card
The loser’s HAND is unstaked and burned, all TOYS except one are transferred back to the
loser’s wallet. The weakest TOYS card (or a random one, depending on the Arena) is either
burned or transferred to the winner, if the winner was the attacker. This condition is to make
active challenging more attractive. The attacker, apart from loot and XP, is able to gain a new
TOY from the defender’s HAND.

Cool-downs
After a challenge, the winning HAND temporarily loses a part of its strength, which is slowly
restored with each passing second - currently 1 strength point per second - up to the HAND’s
stage strength.
The amount of cool-down depends on the defender’s and winner’s stage strength.
Cool-down value = (winner stage strength - loser stage strength) / 2
Example:
Current winner’s power: 2000 (= stage strength, if no current cool-down in progress)
Current loser’s power: 1000
After the challenge:
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Cool-down value: (2000 - 1000) / 2 = 500
New winner’s power: 1500

Gradual power-up strength loss
If a HAND has been powered-up with XP, it will gradually lose the power-up strength with each
new challenge. A winning defender loses 10% of its remaining power-up strength, while a
winning attacker loses 20% of its power-up strength.
Example:
A passive/defender HAND that only plays defensively (no active attacks) and has a stage
strength of 1000 with 900 base strength and 100 power-up strength.
1. After the first win: stage strength = 900 + 90 (10% of 100 power-up strength lost).
2. After the second win: stage strength = 900 + 81 (10% of 90 power-up strength is lost).
3. And so on...

Staking rewards
Apart from the break-even rewards from the challenges, there is
an additional reward for staking HANDs in an Arena, which is
simply credited by having your HAND staked. The rewards are
“harvested” automatically when your HAND loses or when you
unstake it.
You can also manually harvest your staking rewards at any time
from the staked HANDs detail screen.

Strength and power
As already mentioned above, the HAND’s base strength is a
sum of TOYS base strengths.
Stage strength is the strength of a staked HAND, which is the sum of HANDs base strength
and power-up strength acquired by burning XP tokens when staking the HAND. The stage
strength can change/diminish if the HAND has any power-up strength, which is lost through
cool-downs after a challenge.
HAND’s power = stage strength - cool-down. Cool-down persists in the HAND if the HAND is
unstaked. It is futile trying to game the system by re-staking a HAND in cooldown to circumvent
the cooldown period.
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TOYS base strength
As noted earlier, the TOYS base strength depends on its level and serial number in relation to
the current maximal serial number for that TOYS type. This means that the TOYS become
more powerful as new TOYS of the same type are minted. Their power grows with age.
Below is an example table of the serial numbers and values for different TOYS levels and
approximate current serial numbers for TOYS in each level:

Special Cards
The special cards, apart from having a higher base strength, come with additional
super-powers. Most special cards are level-8 TOYS. In the Beta Arena, you can use a maximum
of one level-8 TOYS card per hand. So choose your special ability wisely. You can see the
current special abilities in the TOYS list here:
https://gat.network/second-generation-arenas-and-hands/

Affiliate
Any page in the game can be linked with an additional “?a=<yourWalletAddress>”. If a new
player creates a HAND and stakes it using your link, your wallet will get 3% from the player’s
entry fees, forever.
The only condition is that the affiliate has to keep at least one HAND staked in the Arena.
The affiliate will only get referral commissions from entry fees only during the time when at least
one of his HANDs was staked.
There is a banner at the bottom of every page that you can use to quickly copy your
personalised affiliate link:
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Arenas as farming alternative
Moving forward, more Arenas can be added with different:
-

entry fees (higher rewards),
entry conditions (limiting HAND strengths or even HAND TOYS compositions),
super-powered special TOYS,
game rules (“last HAND standing” deathmatches, team battles, using other “assets” to
power-up a HAND) and
rewards (promotional “staking” rewards for other projects in BSC meta-verse).

The idea is to market the Arenas to other projects as a gamified alternative to the conventional
staking/farming pools, which brings more engagement and interaction between the players and
the promoted tokens/assets.
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